
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception …. reflections 

In the eighties I spent time with 9 students at the Barnes School (now the sustainability 

academy) …. The kids ranged in age from 6 to 12 and I conducted a “class” on the 

architecture of Burlington … freewheeling, chaotic and fun … an education for me and 

my esteem for the teaching profession rose dramatically. 

Our focus for my two weeks spent in the school, was to construe a building tour of 

structures that the kids collectively admired or thought highly of … for whatever rea-

son. Together we walked about town … each child picked a building that they ad-

mired and then wrote a brief description accompanied by a drawing of “their” building. 

In the end we collected their stories and drawings and “published” a work we called “A 

Kid’s Tour of Beautiful Burlington Buildings”. A good little tour and fun for all …. A 

little education for kids and architect alike. 

One kid in the group was a fourth grader named Joey.  Joey’s building was the Cathe-

dral of the Immaculate Conception. Joey’s “analysis” explained the merits of the design 

and his primary focus was on the building’s fit with the setting …. He pointed out that 

the glazed brick and copper roof were a lot like the trees and grass that surrounded it 

…. He thought that the building was a part of nature and that it perfectly copied the 

natural aspects of its open surroundings. Two courses of green glazed brick mimicked 

the grass on the ground …. Then a wide band of brown glazed brick were like the dark 

toned surrounding tree trunks.  The upper glazed brick, and ultimately the copper roof 

would be like the bushy upper part of a tree. At age 10, Joey had seen the merits of 

this fine work and interpreted the building perfectly.  



I was in awe.  

And then, just to cap it all off …. Joey produced a drawing utilizing similar principles in 

what he called “Joey’s Perfect House” (see below) This kid had it together.  

I should go back to architecture school I thought. 

Both the Cathedral and our Vestry are endangered, seeking new use and purpose. That 

quest is ongoing. 

So be kind … to others and to our elder structures. These encompass and describe our 

past and there is great value in the continued use of our architectural heritage. Make 

these structures useful again …. old, can be good.   

Best to you for 2023. 

Rolf 


